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Gay relationships The Gay Forum

same problems as heterosexualschool, socialize, love and care as hood and throughout adolescence citing.
contributes to a gay man’s wari- Like heterosexuals gay men seek relationships. These problems can 

When dealing with gay couples ness of any relationship. This was out partners of similar age, inter- range from bills, jealousy, affairs, 
several questions arise. For ex-

the couples they are.by Terry Richard 
What is homosexuality - Those who 
are halves of a male whole pursue
males, and being slices, so to speak, ample how do two men with simi-
love men, and lake pleasure in lar social scripting get along to- school I often spent a good part of ships are based on a difference in law does not recognize gay rela-
physical contact with men. gether? Does their homosexuality my time alone, without friends not each partner - a difference in age, tionships for any purpose. We are
from PLATO, The Symposium work for or against them? What because I wanted to but because race, or personality. denied insurance inheritances, as

kinds of problems do they have? my peers had a good idea of who I Also, more now than ever more well as income tax claims. If I
The impression that all gay men How are they like heterosexual was. When your rejected by people gay men are staying together be- wanted to claim my live in lover as
are promiscuous has been recently couples, and how are they differ- over a period of time something cause of the fear of AIDS. The a dependent I could not do so be-
fueled by the AIDS crisis. The ent? tells you never to get close to days of being promiscuous are a cause we are gay. Also, landlords
stereotype of gay men being con- Like heterosexual relationships gay someone because there is a possi- thing of the past as more gay men will at times not lease or rent apart-
stantly on the look out for all sorts relationships can range from a brief bility that you may get hurt again, find partners to live and share their ments to couples of the same sex.
of sexual activity was first chal- cp»iini encounter to a long term It wasn’t until last year that I real- lives with. Currently the N.B Human Rights
lenged by Kinsey and his associ- commitment. However the one ized I could no longer go on think- One question that many people ask Coalition is fighting with the pro-
ates, who found that homosexual factor that makes gay relationships ing that way, or if I did I’d continue me about gay relationships is who vincial government to make laws
men in fact had less frequent sexual different from straight relationships living as a single man. There are is the man and who is the woman, to protect gay rights,
contacts over a lifetime than het- is that gay men tend to avoid strong, never any guarantees in life and we Speaking from personal experience In all reality there is nothing differ-
erosexual men. emotional attachments and gravi- must take our problems and blows I feel that in a gay relationship the ent with gay relationships when
Many of the old myths about gay tate toward short-term relations, and put them into perspective and existence of the two men is evident compared to straight couples. The
men and their relationships have Again, this is not to say gay men do try to make them work out.
been proven wrong by the findings not have long-term relations with So, what makes gay relationship wants a male counterpart, not a
of many studies performed by each other. That has already been work as often and as well us they female. For example if I wanted a long as you care and experience
psychologist. There are in fact discussed. However there are gay do? For one, partners of the same woman I would choose a woman, emotional feelings for someone

but I don’t because I’m gay. This that is all that matters. After all
together for years, living out their men who have a particular diffi- ibility and mutual understanding is not to say that there are no gay happiness is the greatest thing that
lives quietly and productively in culty with intimate relations, which at the beginning of their relation- couples where one partner does can happen to a person,
the mainstream of Canadians and at times evokes an unconscious ship that is unusual in partners of play a female role. On the con- In the next few weeks I will be devot-
American life. I know of several recollection of the rejection and opposite genders. There is also an trary, but most gay couples are *'"* « «dcfe °* ksMamsm in the
gay couples here in Fredericton injury that they may have experi- initial rapport based on being the exactly that gay men sharing their ^ ^estions can contact^me thnu'h
who have been together for a enced as children. The frequent same sex that may make the initial lives together. *'The Bntnswickan”. T.R.
number of years. They work, go to rejection by peers in one’s child- period of the relationship very ex- Gay men in relationships have the

often the problem for me for a est, or vocation. Psychologist also etc. However the one basic prob- 
number of years. Throughouthigh state that successful gay relation- lem we are faced with is that thethe church,
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a man chooses a man because he only difference lies in each part
ners sex. Also love is love. As

many male couples who have been men, more so than heterosexual gender have a degree of compatîtes.
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Nominations are invited for the elections of 
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COUNCIL FACULTY REPRESENTATIVES:
(5) Arts representatives
(3) Business Administration reps.
(2) Science representatives 
(1) Computer Science reps.
(3) Engineering representatives 
(1) Forestry representative
(1) Physical Education reps.
(1) Nursing representative
(2) Education representatives 
(1) Law representative

EXECUTIVE POSITIONS:
President
V.P. University Affairs 
V.P. Finance & Administration 
V.P. External Affairs 
V.P. Activities

GRAD CLASS POSITIONS:
President 
Vice President 
Secretary / Treasurer 
Valedictorian

STUDENT POSITIONS:
(4) 1 Year Senate Seats
(1) 2 Year Senate Seats
(2) B.O.G. Seats
(?) Student at Large

ELECTION PATE: Tuesday, March 26.1991
NOMINATION FORMS WILL BE AVAILABLE AT 
THE STUDENT UNION BUILDINCL ROOM 126 
Nominal lone dote Tuesday. Mar eh 12, 1661 @4:30pm 1
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